Applications are invited for Two Junior Research Fellowship on the research project entitled, "Development of Polymeric Surfactants", sponsored by Elkay Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. Pune for next two years.

**Education Qualification**


**Remuneration:** Rs. 12000/- (consolidated)

Applications along with Bio-data giving full details of qualifications, experience, etc. should be addressed to, The Vice-Chancellor, Institute of Chemical Technology, [Attn: Dr. D. V. Pinjari, Chemical Engineering Department]. The envelope containing application must clearly mention of the top [Application for JRF/SPA/DVP]. The applications must reach on or before July 11, 2015. Shortlisted candidates will be called for an interview. Candidates called for the interview will be required to attend at their own expenses. Candidates may be enrolled for Masters course/Integrated PhD course if he/she fulfils the ICT criteria.

**Note:** Candidates are advised to email their application to dv.pinjari@ictmumbai.edu.in or chemeng@staff.ictmumbai.edu.in

Dean, RCRM
ICT, Mumbai